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Private Pilot Knowledge Review Quiz - Fill in the Blank
1.

The four forces of flight are lift, weight, thrust, and ___________.

2. An ordinary aircraft altimeter is nothing more than a sensitive barometer, an
instrument that measures ___________.

3. The airspeed indicator compares ram air pressure and ___________ air pressure.
4. The “O” in the “AROW” checklist refers to ___________ limitations.

5. Regarding the fuel requirements for flight in VFR conditions, you may not begin a
flight in an airplane under VFR conditions, unless there is enough fuel to fly to the
point of intended landing and then, during the day, to fly at least 3o minutes, or at
night, to fly at least ___________ minutes.

6. Aircraft registration expires ___________ years after an aircraft was
registered or last renewed.

7. Regarding the night currency requirements to carry passengers at night, you need
at least 3 night takeoffs and landings to a full stop within the preceding
___________ days (FAR 61.57 (b)).
8. The PAVE checklist is a great way to evaluate your personal ___________ and
hazards you could experience when flying.

9. Per FAR 91.209 (a) (1), you need to use position lights (nav lights) from sunset to
___________ .
10. The “M” in the IMSAFE checklist stands for ___________ .
11.

VOR stands for VHF Omnidirectional Radio ___________ .

12. The three main flight controls are aileron, rudder, and ___________ .
13. A temporary pilot certificate is is valid for ___________ days.

14. Single-engine or multi-engine are types of airplane ___________ ratings.
15. The first “D” in the DECIDE checklist stands for ___________ .

16. The 3P Model refers to the continuous loop of perceiving, processing, and
___________ .
17. The primary purpose of flaps is to permit a slower ___________ and steeper
angle of descent during a landing approach.

18. Class A Airspace goes from 18,000 feet MSL up to and including ___________ .

19. Class D Airspaces generally goes from the surface to ___________ feet above
the airport elevation.

20. A TFR stands for ___________ Flight Restriction.
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Private Pilot Knowledge Review Quiz - Answers
1.

Drag

2. Air pressure.
3. Static
4. Operating
5. 45
6. Three
7. 90
8. Minimums
9. Sunrise
10. Medication
11.

Range

12. Elevator
13. 120
14. Class
15. Detect
16. Performing
17. Airspeed
18. FL600
19. 2,500
20. Temporary

